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|| AGRA FORT ||

It is one of the important monument in Agra, Agra itself is a Sanskrit word, and was

a prosperous capital of Rajput rulers before moguls came to India, the fort was

built in the Rajput style.
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The architecture of the s Diwan-e-khas and Diwan-e-aam rooms not only has a lot of similarities with the inner parts of the

Amber Fort, but it is made according to the Hindu pavilion.



That so-called Great Moguls has ever had this much time nor did they have enough money to build such a valuable fort. The

names of its gates are also in the names of Hindus, such as 'Amarsingh Dwar', 'Hathipol Dwar'. At the gates, there were

statues of the Ashw■rohi and Gaj■rohi

Rajput Kings. 



It is absurd to clarify this, by saying that while fighting valiantly for the protection of the Chittor-fort against his army, Akbar

had made statues of the prince in order to praise the Rajput Prince or he was impressed by their valor.

These statues belonged to the erstwhile Rajput kings, and this fort was built centuries before Akbar ascended the throne.

Agra -fort is a sibling of the Red Fort in Delhi. It is very wrong to relate one to Akbar and the other to Shah Jahan.



Whenever they were built, they were made only by the Hindu rulers. There is no official written evidence that proves the

claim that these two forts were built by Mogul emperors.

Historians have made a terrible mistake in believing this claim.



Both these forts have stone-floral signs on their arches. The architecture of the Diwan-e-khas and Diwan-e-am chambers is

made in Hindu mandap style. They have flat roofs, and no domes or towers.



Gaj■ M■rti are adorned at both gates. Since in !slam the statues are prohibited so any mogul kings could never build such

forts which have elephant statues.



Source: Book of P.N oak sir
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